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Bright red shoes (Entry 2) 
 

Past simple practice 
Read the story. 
Fill the gaps with words from the box below.  

 
 

woke up                  put on                grew up 

arrived                loved                  bought              hoped                                      

slept                        was                       showed                 wanted 

 

Leyla ………….. a friendly 10 year-old girl who lived in a village in Turkey.  

She …………….  looking different clothes and shoes.  Her mother ……………. 

her trainers because they were comfortable. Leyla ………………. to wear 

pretty, colourful shoes with heels.  

The holy month of Ramadan was starting for Muslims. Leyla ……………..  her 

father would buy her the bright red shoes she wanted.  

The Eid shopping day ………………….. Her father bought the shoes she 

wanted. Leyla was so happy!  She …………..  with her new red shoes on her 

pillow.  

When Leyla …………… ………, she …………. …….. her new shoes and clothes.  

She ………………….  her new red shoes to all the people in the village. 

Leyla became become a shoe designer when she …………..  …….. . 
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Bright red shoes (Entry 2) 
 

ANSWERS - Past simple practice 
Check your answers. 
 

 
 

Leyla was a friendly 10 year-old girl who lived in a village in Turkey.  She 

loved  looking at different clothes and shoes.  Her mother bought                       

her trainers because they were comfortable. Leyla wanted to wear                     

pretty, colourful shoes with heels.  

The holy month of Ramadan was starting for Muslims. Leyla hoped her 

father would buy her the bright red shoes she wanted.  

The Eid shopping day arrived. Her father bought the shoes she                            

wanted. Leyla was so happy!  She slept with her new red shoes on her 

pillow.  

When Leyla woke up, she put on her new shoes and clothes.                                        

She showed  her new red shoes to all the people in the village. 

Leyla became become a shoe designer when she grew up. 

Writing practice 
Write a short story in the past. You can use 5 or 6 verbs from the box. 
 
 
Teachers’ note  
Some of the text could be used for dictation and/or spelling practice. 


